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A volcano is an opening in Earth's crust that allows molten rock from beneath the crust to
reach the surface. This molten rock is called magma when it is beneath the surface and lava
when it erupts or flows from a volcano. Along with lava, volcanoes also release gases, ash, and
rock. A volcano is a rupture in the crust of a planetary-mass object, such as Earth, that allows
hot lava, volcanic ash, and gases to escape from a magma chamber. 28 Feb - 2 min - Uploaded
by red Orbit A volcano is vent in the Earth's crust where molten rock, gas and steam erupt onto
the planet's.
12 Nov - 3 min - Uploaded by Twig World Watch more films and find learning materials at
roguehousewife.com The cycle of lava as a.
A volcano is a vent or chimney which transfers molten rock (known as magma) from depth to
the Earth's surface through eruptions. Magma erupting from a.
A volcano is a mountain that opens downward to a pool of molten rock below the surface of
the earth. When pressure builds up, eruptions occur. Gases and rock shoot up through the
opening and spill over or fill the air with lava fragments. A volcano is a mountain that extends
down to a pool of magma between the crust and mantle. It's basically a hole in the Earth from
which magma can erupt.
Volcano: Volcano, vent in the crust of the Earth or another planet or satellite, from which issue
eruptions of molten rock, hot rock fragments, and. More than 80% of the earth's surface is
volcanic in origin.
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A book title is What Is A Volcano. We found a ebook in the internet 3 minutes ago, at October
31 2018. any file downloads on roguehousewife.com are eligible for everyone who want. No
permission needed to grad a file, just press download, and a copy of the ebook is be yours.
Click download or read now, and What Is A Volcano can you read on your computer.
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